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“When you lose your way, to Allah you should turn.” 
(Maher Zein) 
 
“Change your language and you change your thoughts.” 
(Karl Albrecht) 
 
“Besser eine Kerze anzuzunden statt die Dunkelheit zu schimpfen.”  
(Close friend) 
 
“Meskipun kamu mendapat latihan jasmani yang sehebat-hebatnya, 
tidak akan berguna jika kamu mempunyai sifat menyerah.” 
(Jendral Soedirman) 
 
“No matter how spectacular it is, what did you say will be nonsense 
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  SUMMARY 
Sri Meilani Listianingrum. A 320 080 022. A SOCIOLINGUISTICS 
ANALYSIS ON REGISTER USED BY STUDENT REGIMENT IN 
MUHAMMADIYAH UNIVERSITY OF SURAKARTA. Research Paper. 
Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. 2012 
 
This research aims to describe the linguistics forms, the meanings and the 
function of register used by Student Regiment in Muhammadiyah University of 
Surakarta 
The research is descriptive qualitative. The data are in the form words and 
compound words. To collect data, the writer uses observation and documentation 
method. The data are analyzed based on the linguistic forms, meanings, and 
functions. In analyzing them, the writer employs the theory proposed by Halliday 
and Biber Douglas. 
The results of the study show that: 1) The linguistic forms of the register 
are divided into two, they are: words and compound wors. Register in the form of 
word consists of three categories; noun, verb, and adjective. While the register in 
the form of compound word also consists of three categories; noun, verb, and 
adjective. 2) The meanings of register are divided into three categories, they are; 
(a) based on the field the registers are used, there are 6 meanings: when they are in 
a training, when they are informing the recent condition, when they are giving 
such kind of command, when they are taking care of something, when they write 
an announcement, when they have a conversation in daily activity. (b) based on 
the mode, the register of Student Regiment is in the form of written and spoken. 
(c) based on the tenor, the register is used by two types, first, between 
commandant (the highest level position) to his members, second, the member in 
the same level such as staff to staff or member to member. 3) Based on the data, 
every register has its own function according the context of the situation. 
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